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C:/ .points.of.emphaeis at-this conferen4, it would appear both logical andW' . ,necessary to discus tithe relationshiP between language.prapciency and
intelligence.

I do not propose, however, to present any suggested models for what
this relationship might be. Nor-do I pretend to evaluate any such models
which may already have been developed. On the contrary, my remarks stem
from two concerns, one theoretical and one Very practical. Tl farmet
refers to my own curiosity concerning the elements of intelligence eval--
'ustion which creep into tests designed to determine language proficiency.
Thelatter refers, to my concern overihe proliferation of'resting of all
types and the'evenival'conflicting andsomerimes careless interpidtations
whicsre made of-test results by counselors, advisors and administritors
in general. Perhaps some knowledge gained,on the first point will,help
to solve some of the difficulties concerned with the second.
/)--I will not be Ancerned in this'paper,with the relationship of

intelligence to language in children. Mthough we are tar from any clear
answers as to what this relatiOnship migiit be, enough has,been written
'on.this subject'to at least point the way toward resolving some of the
most immediate problems in thii domain. What I shall discuss is the
question of langhage testing and intelligence testing as they relate to
Adults in a second langukge context; In particular,'I shAll be con-
cerned wieh the interplay of.these factors -for those non-native speakers
of English:who are most frequently subject ,to these types of,testing:
foreign students in English medium insetta0ons of higher learning, our
own colleges and .universities.

At least-.one other paper presented at this dlonferente has investi-
gatedtHe role:of language proficiency In intelligence tests (011er).
The first of my two-part question raises somewhat.the opposite point:
What is the role of intelligence in language proficiency tallpgi Be- .

cause of my acquaintance with the Test of English as a Foreign language.
TOEFL) and my role as a member of thd TOEFL research committee, many

t\tS"
my remarks will stem from a knowledge of current studies relating to that
test. Many of these studies are-not yet complete and others are yet to
be implemented but even looking at what_questions are being investigated
should raise some interesting points for discussion.

, The first study, the only one for which we have some actual data,
investigates the performance of native and non-native speakers on the

N%) TOEFL teal. The assumption underlying Most foreign language. tests,

within the competence of all native speakers of the language. In the.

including TOEFL, is that the items inlcuded should represent' features

case of TOEFL, which is used to measure Ole Ehglish proficiency of non-, 4

native speakers seeking admishion to post-secondary academic institutions,.

The purpose of this paper, as the title indicates, is to raise a.
_question. And,, s is the case in many instances where questions are'
raised; there is oftin no.promise of's satisfactory answer. But such a
Situation, while often intellectually unsatisfying, seems appropriate.in
this case. Since the theme of this conference focuses by f- ontiers in
the field of.language proficiency testing and dominance, it would appear
in-order to raise issues which, at least until recently, have -been on the
borders of at least two comptemkntary fields-of inquiry: linguistics
and'psychology. More specifically, to foCus on oneof the principal;
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a furthtr restriction, however, is-that the level' f language would be\ .;,,

lc
appropriate for all "educated" native 'speakers ghpeakers of gli. The inter-

,pietation of the word,7educited" is perhaps the sou e of'some of the

problems we shall.discuss. But basically, what,is intended in such at ,.,

\\,

test is that it. would present no difficulty to native tpeakers of the

same age and educational level as those being tested.

Only limited researchihai been done t9 validate tht statement..
,\'One study by Angoff and Shawn (1971) did show that nativ .speakers did

not seem to have any difficulty with .the items on the test But because

no Analysis of items was done'as part of this study...and' also because a

new form of TOEFL had been. designed which included-certain more func-

' "slonally oriented items types in both the listening comprehenAon and'

leading section, a hey study Wag-proposed by the TOEFL reseaich committee-

. any in 1976. ,The subjects for. this study were 88 college-bound high,
school.seniors, all of whom were native speakers of Enilish and who had
little,or no exposure to foreign languages beyond some limited high

school ourees. The results olNthat limited study raise some Auestions

which efilate to our topic of language and intelligence., .

_
The assumption once email was that the college bound native speakers.

./
would have no difficulEg with the test One ireaof uncertainty, however,

was the listening onmprehenaion section where pre-testing with non- Fative

speakeriNseemed to show that the new "mini-talk".items-were*Mose diffi=,

cult than expected. Tbile the total scores achieved in the study indi-

cated that the native speakers did well on_the test as a whole with

mean raw scores of 134.4 and 134.9 on the 150'itemrtest compared to the .

nonl-natiie speakers' mean raw scores of 89:6 and 863.5 respectively, the

listening Comprehension section posed almost no difficulty for the native-,

speakers (Clark). Only 3 of 100,items on the two forms of this section

of.the test had a pass tate below 80%: , b

In the Structure and Written Expression section, however, 22 items

of the 80 on the two forms of the test had below 80% pass rateaforthe
native speakers. Molof these were on the error recognition items and

dealt with points such as noun-verb agieement, informational redundancy .

and parallelism. To find so many cases of nativeltpeaker'errors is

probably surprising. The pessimists'(or perhaps we shntild sarrealists)

,among critics of the current status -of the American edimational..system

Would no doubt simply,Cite this as confirmation of the Sad state of our

,
pupils' ability to use ttamiard written English;

The Reading and,Vocabulary sestiOn,'hawever, raises more serious

problems. Here,,22 out of 120 items on the two forms of the test had

below 80% correct rates for the native speakers. Eight-of these were

vocabulary items And although soprt' such as"broach" and "raze" might be

explained on tlitbasis of low fikuency, others such as "pcope" and

.,"remuneration"do not. 'It is..inqbe reading section where we begin to

find an apparent 'conf14tabttween factors, of language and intelligence.

Six of the itemsiniquestion dealt with,, factual information but the

-i particular passages were later found to deal partly with abstract _

, concepts. 'Three others-were sentence restatement type items: But the

..remaining dye items with less than 80% correct rates Were,found to be

based on passage eqmmarization,oe interpretation. This is even more

significant' when we note that, none of the fi.ve had pass rates near 80%

(the range was from 67.442 to ps low as 35(56%). Also these five items

representedone half of the !Wilber of this tyre on -the two sections of
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the test. learly, the reading items (3,\ this,'type on the test presented
glimusuglarzpuutadiffimatyforthespeakers who took the

Closer look 'at the reading items \tive
test. N. sd

ch proved to be the most
.. .

\
difficult showed that they contained stet-. nts such as "it canhe
inferred, the author' assumed," or'"the authi,r would-be most likely to
agrbor. The performance of mental processe,\which focus on inference
an0 evaluation may indeed be part of what re - searchers view as ' "reading"

but the fact remains that lafigUage tests can e constructed withoUt
including such items. The choice of doing so houla probbbly best be
made, after considering native-speaker data soc as those we have just

discussed. But a large part of such, decisions ould require-al-elearer

understanding of the relationship between lang e and intelligence than

we now have.
One other feature of thillivaspeaker stu. which bears comment at

this point is the judgment of ddiffioculty by the c-ididates themselves.
At the time of.zthe test, the subjects were asked t\ check those items
whichseemed unusually difficult or confusing. they were, asked to

indicatetheir judgment of the difficulty of each section of the test on
a 3.point scale with 1 being the most difficult. Fo -the reading items

which were the most difficult,-the percent of candid es who indicated

difficulty ranged from a low of 21.6 to as high as 22 2. On the test-as

agile, the reading section was also considered to be\the most diffi-

cult by the native speakers. Both from the pbint of 1. ,of the native

speakers' judgments of difficulty and their actualperf,rmance on the
test,.reading,was shown to be a problem area. At least \n the Chomskyan
sense, then, there seem to he fabtors beyond simple'lang\ ge proficiency

which are playing a role here. We can only conclude that\ se factors,
howevertheymayeventuallybe describedg form part of wha' we know as.
intelligence. \.

One final o ervation.on the results of the-native sPe er study

seems worthy of.mention.ilThe strong disparity between the h :h perform-'
ance of the natiWspeUkers on the listening section of the t si and.the

lower than expected performance on other sections, particularly reading,
seems to support the distinction made by a number of_reseachers, most
recently Eras n (1976), between acquired and learned-NkIlls.'ince all
normal perm s acquire the ability.to speak and understand their native.

language t must learn to read and write it, it is not an unusual.
Pccurence to find that they will perform almost to Oerfe4ion in listen-
Jug tea bolt with some difficulty in at limit certain asPeCts or read-

ing and writing. An interepting extension of this distinction would
apply to teaching. It may be reafonable to adenine that studente can,be
taught those skills in the target language which even native speakers
such learn viz., reading and writing. But the same degree of success
say not be attainable for those skills which natives regularly acqn e:

4
speaking and understanding:

Another we% in which we Can appioech the subject of language and
intelligence testing is to look ht actual tests of each type. Among the

teats used with non-native speakers in an academic setting, two of the
most knoi are the, TOM. test and'the Aptitude teat of the Graduate
Recold Eliminations Board. The TOEFL test is designed as a measure of
English proficiency and the GRE aptitu4e test is designed as i measure
of general abilities necessary-for greduate study. But because language'

,r
07.
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ii'khe *Oil= through which aptitude is.evaluate
GRE test (the test is composed,o4 a verbal secti
section), students are-often confused about this

= admissions and otter personnel frequently use sc
the GRE as indicators ofa prospective student
scorer-roil a-test such as TOOL as measures of f

L et-en 'attempt to get a,clearer idea of how

to each other,,I have recently conducted a4tud
.4n which I coMpared the results of scores which
for admission made on boththe TOEFL and the GR
indicated in Fig: 1, the two tests, while not c

. not show a very high correlation. On the basis
scores of 91 students, the correlation coeffici
"bn both tests was 53 As might be expected, t
the TOEFL scores and the GRE verbal portion of

-
higher than that between the TOEFL and the GRE
Valtdation of this fact can be found among the
who,are extremely pibficient in mathematical.sk

proficiency in.English.

,

TOEFL

VEE
TOTAL

f GRE

VERBAL

on at leasthalf of the
n and alpantitative
distinction. Moreover,
res on tests such as
language proficienCy or
ure academic success.
hese two testA relate
at Texas A&M.University
oreign,seudents applying
Aptitude tests. AA
pletely unrelated, do.

of this study rising
nt for the tntal.scores
e correlation betWeen'

he test (.55) was '

uantitative scores (.31).'

nY fdreign students
lls despite a lack pf

Figure 1.
we

Perforiance on TOEFL and GRE Aptitude
. GR

70EFfit ' TOTAL 'VERB

1.00 .532

.532

w,GRA-

OiJANTITATIVE

.550 .311 .

1.00 .629

*
.550 , .629 1.00 .134

GRE'

QUANTITATIVE :311_ .854 .134 1.00

The mean score for the 91 subjects on the TOEFL test, was 544

(SD * 68.6),on the GRE-verbal-338 (SD = 81), GRE quantitative 604

(SD * 121.4) and GRE total 942 (SD * 154'.8).

*
-

All correlation coefficientslare,significani at the .0001 level

--r---0:ateePt. these indicated by'an asterisk. Tht .311 coefficient is signi

.
ficant ft the.01 level butilthe .134 coefficient is not significant. '

'71!
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A Scetter plot of these 91 pails of scores'gives a similar
representation of how the two tests relate. But/by dividing the graphs,
into quadrants to indicate high and low scores for each of the two tests
itti even clearer picture verges (Fig'. 2).

Figure 2 .

Comparison of High and LOW Scofes

A. TOEFL GRE Verbal

a

High tOEPL / High TOEFL ''

Low GRE, ... - High GRE
41 / . 4

/

Low TOEFL .

,

Low TOEFL
r .

low GRE / High GRE' . :

4

go

46 0

'

. B. TOEFL.-- GRE Total

High TOEFL
Lot GRE

24

Low TOEFL
Low GRE

31
.4

High TOEFL
High GRE

-20

Low TOEFL
High GRE

. 16

I -

Whin only the GRE verbal scores are compared with the TOEFL results
there are no cases of persons with low langauge and high aptitude scores.
And all but 4 of,the 91 pairs of stores are in the low GRE range, almost

_ ,evenly divided between those with high and low TOEFL scores. Incre4sed
language proficiency #eems to have little effect on the GRE aptitude
scores, at least for non-native speakers. When the quantitative scores
are added a more'. linear pattern appears. Sixteen of the--ninety-one

'pairs of scores appear in the low TOEFL,-high GRE range.' And .twenty
with high TOEFL scores also fall,,Writh0 the high GRE'range.. Again the
low GRE acores are diladed.almost evenly between' the two TOEFL groups.
Clearly; the addition of theAUAlilititive factor.pfoduces .a much
balanced array of GRE s4Otes. This is further confirmed by the ..

correlation between'the scores on 'the quantitative portion andthe total
' GRE scores whileohly a .65 correlatiorritasfound betweep ,the scores on'

. the verbal portion and the total. GRE' scores (Fig. 1).

If we look, at tests such.as theITOEFL and the GRE aptitude from. the'
Point of view, of their'conteift we find a number-of,differences which'
explain to a large extent the variation in the scores 'found in my study.

These differences appeat in three main areas: item types,, quantity of , -

material on which test items' are based, and the time allowed for the .

candidate to tike the test-. As far as item types ,are concerned both
*tests are of the multiple choice variety. And some item Such as those
related to stening comprehension on the TOEFL do not.applyto
But where the are more closely. related i.e., p-seeding and vocabulary,

1-10.
, .
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My examination of one sample GRE aptitude test_showed that it -con-

tained 6 contecutive'reading passages averag14 420 words,in length and

1.2 additional passages later in the test averaging 463 words in length.

Also the type of questions astid in-reference-to'the p,ssages were
primarily of the inferehtiai type. sample are the following:

. 1., The author id most concerned with answeringwhich of

ts

the tasks presented tothe-student are decidedly divergent. Vocabulary

is tested thi the TOEFL by asking the student to choose a synonym for a.

word in context. Reading is tested,by asking the student to answer

questiona referring to passages ranging from 2 or, 3 sentencea-to-no more

thanabopt 150woulp. -Nocabulary is usad'in those items on the GRE

which attempt to test relationships (rel'ated,pairs Of words) including

..opposites. Reading is testedon the GRE also by-asking the candidateto&

answer questions referring to given passages., But-the passages are much

logger andaluch more complex.---'

the following questions?
2. The author's approach to his subject can best be

ascribed as . . .

3. Ttle style and content oftheyassage suggest that it

was excerpted from . t

4. Which of the following words best expresses the underlying

:
theme of the passage?

.
5 WhichOf the following is least consistint With a belief

-in deteteanism as the author defines the term?
6. The tone of the author's ,conclutions can best, be deScribed

as one of. . .. \,"
.

. 7. With which of the following statements would thaauthqr

most likely agree? : . .

4,4The time alloted to complete the items on the two tests i almost

the same if we consider only the 7erbal.pcittion of the GRE: Th t section .

of the test contains 13064tems tok.,,dre in 100 minutes or 44 eConds

per item. The Reading and Vocabulary section of the TOEFL cotta ns 60

. items fOjbe done in 45 Minutes of 45 seconds.per'item. But giver} the

much longer past'ages'and the increased complexity of the vocabul ry andsi

-Aading items 'o en the GRE, time tan eapily.be listed as a problem or .the

. ,
nonnative speaker when taking OW GREaptitude test.

One possible problem with t
time internal between the admini
time span used_in the study was 2
taken both the TOEFL and:the GRE ap
than 2 Months..? Most likely this fac

great deal _since 26 of the subjects h

'month, Of the remaining 65 subjects 3
apart (of thtie 24 had taken TOEFL fits
26 had actually taken the tests as much

EFL first and if the at first),
The TOEFL research 'committee has rec

to my own at Texas A&M but-which will be

terms of the number of subjects:and t st,nsed. Moreo, the pos-

_ sible problem pf time should be eliminat by4aving subjects farce the

tests in question within a, very stiOrt peripd-. pecifically, the study

will have as subjeCts 500' foreign graduate stud is who will take both

the TOEFL and the GRE aptitude test and 300-fore n undergraduates who

e,)

e Tekas A&M study is the question of the

tration of the two tests. The maximum

nth Allofthe 91 subjegp.had
itu e test within a pericid of no more

or did not affect the results a

taken bOth feett'in the same
ad taken the tests one Month
and 15 the GRE"--first), and only
s'2 months apart ap fitataken

tly approved a sludyaimilar
e comprehensive both in
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will take-the TOEFL and the gcholaspie Aptitude Test (SAT) of the
College Entrance Examination Board., Also,.the dergraduates will-take
the Teet of Standard Written English (TSWE), airly new test designed
to measure basic writing skills. Since this 1 ter test is not designed
fot non-native speakers, the results achieved y Such subjects will
provide information.aboutvothe usefulnessjd the.TSWE for measuring pro-,

. ficiency in English as a second language. An additional feature of this
study will be the attempt to give an evaltiStion of the appropriateness
of tests such as the GRE and the SAT 'basedon examination of the -tests by

- selected ESL-specialists.

This study as sdescrlibed will be carried out dur ing-the current 4 .

spring and-summer with a report of the findings available by late 1977.
In 'general, ttie results of my study relating the TbEFL.and GRE testsas
well as the hypothesis behind the larger scale study to be carried out
by ETS would seem to be that tests such as the GRE are inappropriate for
-non-native speakers:.. FuTthermore, the nature of such tests as aptitude
'measures render them as inadequate devices for determining language.
pi-oficiency, particular) 4 in a second language context.

But what about the question of intelligepce factors As meaRgred by
tests using -the students' own language or tests willich do not depend
strictly on language? In a paper entitled "The,Relatio4ship Between
Foreign Language Proficiency and Varions.PsychorogiCal Variables"-Mats
OskirssOn (1975)..hasreported on ap oject in Sweden which-attempted to
examine ,the relationship between se and language proficiency (English)
and various intelligence factors s h aegeneral verbaL comprehension,
ability to draw logical conclusio s and ability to perceive spatial
'relations. Although the i elli npe tesfs were conducted in Swedish,
the pative.langUage of the. tude ts, their relationship with the language
,tests was not very great, e highest correlation coefficient achieved
(.37) was between the sentence /combining portion of the English-language
test and the section of, the intelligence test_using opposites. All
other Coefficients were lower/, some as low as-.13-.-

In another potion'of the same study reading comprehensionskilis
Were compited with the same battery of intelligence tests. Although'the
overall correlation coefficients rd:once again fairly low, it is
iateresting to note that one test, that whichtested induction and logic,
deemed to relate much gore to reading proficiency than any of the others
(.67). Oskartson's conclusion,. shat' "success on rehding coMprehensiori
tests consisting of texts followed,-by multiple-,choice questions is to
spore, -if not a-large, extent depeUdent on indiftive and logical reasonin
abilities" would seem to support some of our earlier comments with regar
to the results of the /TOEFL native speaker study.

The Oskareson Study also compared the English test results with
thOse froi a number of tests evaluating certain personality traits. ce
again the correlation coefficienta were low buttfie one' interesting
relationship-is shown in the negative correlation (-.33) between th
English lan ape test scores and those on the test ot'deliberatene
This would eem d indicate that the. - person who is,more'deliberat or
careful ab ut us n$ a second language will be least, successful in/doing
so. hi testing terms Oskarsson cites this as evidence that the person
"Who tends to ponder for too long over which option to pick in multiple
choice items is more likely to go wrong than the person'wbo acts on
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In sulinary, then, we have Re 4
4

how-i*lligence factors and langpage, ,..
. fietors overlap in tests dedigned o.measunefinngunge or leitelligence,-

This is no doubt dreflection'of the atrual fneerplay cif such factors

within the human brain. But the prolqem-cotes Iii when we make judgments

sbout"language on thebasis of est data which are primarily directed

toward evaluating Intelligence or vice-versa. Despite the overlap, the

two are not-the same. As Gluc sberg and Daaks (1975) have wisely. stated,

7condeptmal competence cannot be4nParred ffoth lingu9tic.competence
.

.alone."
.

. Much more investigation/iapeeded of tyke relatiolshi.p betweeil 1

language and intelligence. In particular, that is needed is joint

research on this question by linguists,. psychologistaand spe'Cialists'

in measurement. Given.ouripresent knowledge, however;lwe can only

wonder whether from an administrator's point of view (admisaionsaTd

placement in particular) the number of tests frequent* requireci of
non-native speakers hello or hil0ers the attempt to arriire,at a meaning-

ful description of elither linguistic'or intellectual competence. Like-

wise,.from.the point of view of who'take these tests the

purpose and scope of these variou tests,is notclar. Put more .

.
sucitintly, the title of this. paper represents tha 'problemlinguae

testing and intelligence testing: friends or foeV? 1

/
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